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Abstract In this paper we describe the main characteristics of the JEM-EUSO
instrument. The Extreme Universe Space Observatory on the Japanese Experiment
Module (JEM-EUSO) of the International Space Station (ISS) will observe Ultra
High-Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECR) from space. It will detect UV-light of Exten-
sive Air Showers (EAS) produced by UHECRs traversing the Earth’s atmosphere.
For each event, the detector will determine the energy, arrival direction and the type
of the primary particle. The advantage of a space-borne detector resides in the large
field of view, using a target volume of about 1012 tons of atmosphere, far greater than
what is achievable from ground. Another advantage is a nearly uniform sampling of
the whole celestial sphere. The corresponding increase in statistics will help to clarify
the origin and sources of UHECRs and characterize the environment traversed during
their production and propagation. JEM-EUSO is a 1.1 ton refractor telescope using
an optics of 2.5 m diameter Fresnel lenses to focus the UV-light from EAS on a focal
surface composed of about 5,000 multi-anode photomultipliers, for a total of � 3·105

channels. A multi-layer parallel architecture handles front-end acquisition, selecting
and storing valid triggers. Each processing level filters the events with increasingly
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complex algorithms using FPGAs and DSPs to reject spurious events and reduce the
data rate to a value compatible with downlink constraints.

Keywords UHECR · International space station · Cosmic rays

1 Introduction

JEM-EUSO is a Fresnel-optics refractive telescope devoted to the observation of
Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECR) [1, 2] through the detection of ultra-violet
(UV) fluorescence light emitted by particles producing showers in the atmosphere
(see Fig. 1). Its goal is to investigate the nature of UHECR, determining the ori-
gin, and identifying their sources and measuring the different spectra. This will
be achieved by a � 10-fold increase in statistics obtained from the large area

Fig. 1 Artistic view of the JEM-EUSO principle of observation. The telescope detects from the ISS both
fluorescence and Cherenkov light, produced by the EAS of UHECR propagating through the atmosphere
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Table 1 Parameters of the mission

Mass 1153 kg

Dimensions 290 cm (x) × 270 cm (y) × 160 cm (z)

Entrance Pupil Diameter (EPD) 2300 mm

Lens diameter 2650 mm

Field of view (FoV) ±30◦

F-number 1

Spot size < 2.8 mm

Power consumption 516.7 W

Data output 263 KB/s + Lidar, HK, AM

addit. 10 GB/day stored

under observation, with respect to the existing on-ground experiments. Further goals
include Earth observation in the UV-band and the study of atmospheric phenom-
ena including Transient Luminous Events [3] and meteors [4]. Fundamental particle
physics aims include the search for nuclearites [4], search for high energy neutrinos
[5], heavy dark matter candidates. The scientific goals of JEM-EUSO are described
in detail in [6–8].

The telescope will orbit the Earth every � 90 minutes on board the International
Space Station (ISS) at an altitude of 330 – 400 km, making observations in the dark
part of the Earth, about 40 minutes per orbit. The main parameters of the mission are
shown in Table 1.
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Fig. 2 Conceptual design of the JEM-EUSO system: three Fresnel lenses focus the light on the focal
surface
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2 Principle of observation

JEM-EUSO will measure the UV (290-430 nm) light coming from EAS induced by
UHECR interaction in the Earth’s night atmosphere. A schematic view of the tele-
scope is shown in Fig. 2. The UV light is emitted by fluorescence and Cherenkov
radiation in the atmosphere. The UV light from the shower is focused through a wide
field of view (±30◦) diffractive optics employing Fresnel lenses. The light is detected
by a � 3 · 105 pixel focal plane electronics which records the track of the EAS
with a time resolution of 2.5 μs and an angular resolution of 0.074◦, corresponding
to a pixel size of about 0.51 km (0.61 km at the edge of FoV) at 400 km[9]. The
spatial and temporal profile of the event will allow to determine the energy and direc-
tion of the primary particles (with an accuracy better than several degrees (Fig. 3a).
Figure 3b shows a simulation of the time profile of UV photons (of fluorescence and
Cherenkov origin) as observed from JEM-EUSO. A particle of E � 1020 eV pen-
etrating the Earth’s atmosphere has an interaction length of 40 g/cm2. The number
of generated secondary particles (�1011) is proportional to the shower energy and is
largely dominated by electrons and positrons. The total energy carried by the charged
secondary particles is converted into fluorescence photons through the excitation of
the air nitrogen molecules. The fluorescence light is isotropic and proportional to
the number of charged particles in the EAS. It is however dependent on the pressure
(altitude) and slightly on the temperature and humidity.

The telescope can point nadir, observing a circular area of about 380 km in diam-
eter, with a instantaneous geometrical area greater than 1.4 · 105 km2. It can be tilted
to 30◦. This inclined configuration increases the field of view but also the threshold
energy to detect primary particles, so it is suited to high statistic studies of the high
energy part of the spectrum.
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Fig. 3 Left: Spatial profile of photons from an EAS caused by a 1020 eV proton with zenith angle 60◦.
Each square represents a Multi-anode Photomultipler Tube (MAPMT) with 64 channels, arranged in units
of 6 × 6 MAPMTs. Subsections of 6 different Photo-Detector Modules (PDMs) are shown. The small
squares show the number of photons detected by each channel of the MAPMT. This event is crossing
diagonally three PDMs, with the shower starting to develop in the bottom left PDM and continuing in
the right top PDM. Right: Time profile of photons, obtained summing all photons of the previous picture
detected on each Gate Time Unit (GTU) (2.5 μs). It is possible to see the contribution to the signal from
the three components (UV light -blue, Cherenkov peak - red, scattered Cherenkov - green)
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Fig. 4 The 1.5 m diameter three lens optics under test at MSFC

3 Optics

The main requirements for JEM-EUSO optics are:

– A large optical system to increase the number of photons collected and thus lower
the threshold for minimum energy detection of UHECR.

– A large Field-of-View (FoV) to increase the number of events observed.

This results in a wide-field optics, with a small f-number (the ratio of the focal
length to the optics aperture) f/1. The use of Fresnel lenses realized in Poly(Methyl
MethAcrylate) – PMMA – allows to build a refractor telescope capable of meeting
these requirements with the constraints posed by spaceborne experiments. Further-
more, the reduced thickness of the lenses allows to reduce the mass of the optics
resulting in a light system capable of withstanding launch vibration and thermal
expansion.

The conceptual design of the JEM-EUSO optics is shown in Fig. 2. UV photons
coming from the atmospheric showers are focused on the pixels of the optical focal
surface.

Status and Technology Readiness Level (TRL) is 51. Three complete
models based on the JEM-EUSO concept have been realized in RIKEN.
A 1.5 m circular lens system (Fig. 4), the central part of the optics,
has been tested in Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and performances
have exceeded the requirements, A two 1 × 1 m square lens telescope
has been installed in Telescope Array site in Utah. A three 1 × 1 m

1TRL 5 corresponds to component and/or breadboard validation in relevant environment.
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square lens telescope has been mounted in the gondola for a CNES-sponsored
campaign of balloon flights.

The diffractive surface of the 2nd lens has grooves of height 0.694 mm and width
varying from 6 μm to 100 μm. The manufacturing tolerance for the groove height is
±10 %, or an accuracy better than ±0.069 mm.

The optical system is divided into (Fig. 5):

– 1st (nadir) lens (curved doublet Fresnel lens): the lens facing space. The first lens
is coated with Cytop [10] to protect it from the atomic oxygen present at the orbit
of the ISS.

– Iris, needed to reduce the stray light and the entrance pupil diameter on axis
– 2nd lens (Fresnel + diffractive surface lens): serves as field lens to reduce the

vignetting factor and as a chromatic corrector. The two surfaces of the 2nd lens
in the JEM-EUSO optics are characterized by:

– Fresnel surface, acting as a “field lens”. This surface is able to reduce
the spot size, improving the RMS spot size from 5 mm to 2.5 mm.

– Diffractive surface to reduce the wavelength aberrations. Emission of
UV photons by the nitrogen molecules of the atmosphere ranges from
290 to 420 nm, resulting in chromatic aberration due to the variation of
the PMMA refractive index. To compensate for this effect we use of a
diffraction grating, which has opposite colour dispersion.

– 3rd lens (curved doublet Fresnel lens): focuses light on the focal surface

Fig. 5 CAD model of the JEM-EUSO structure and its main elements, accommodated in the Dragon
capsule, after unfolding. The detector will be attached to the ISS through the focal surface. The front lens
(bottom-right of the picture) looks toward the Earth
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– Other parts of the optical system include the UV filters glued to the MAPMTs,
the lens frame and focus-adjust-system.

4 Focal surface and detector electronics

The Focal Surface (FS) of JEM-EUSO, located in the focal spot of the optics, has
a spherically curved surface of about 2.5 m in diameter and is covered with about
5,000 Multi-anode Photomultiplier Tubes (MAPMTs, Hamamatsu R11265-M64),
each with 64 pixels. The FS consists of 137 Photo-Detector Modules (PDMs) (see
Fig. 6). Each PDM comprises a 3 × 3 set of Elementary Cells (ECs). Each EC is
formed by a 2 × 2 array of MAPMTs (see Fig. 7). The total number of pixels is
315648, with a spatial resolution of 0.074◦ for each pixel. The FS detector con-
verts photons into electrical pulses with 2 ns width, which are accumulated by the
electronics during a Gate Time Unit (GTU) of 2.5 μs.

4.1 Data acquisition and reduction

The data acquisition system is designed to maximize the observation capabilities
of JEM-EUSO, monitor system status, autonomously take all actions to maintain
optimal acquisition capabilities and handle off-nominal situations. CPU and elec-
tronics are based on hardware successfully employed in space experiments such as
PAMELA, Altea, Agile etc., taking into account recent developments in microproces-
sors and FPGA technology. Acquisition techniques and algorithms are also derived

Fig. 6 Arrangement of the 137 PDMs on a R = 2505 mm spherical surface – the Focal Surface
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Fig. 7 Structure of the Focal Surface. The 2.5 m surface is divided in 137 PDM modules. Each PDM
contains 36 MAPMTs, each with 64 independent channels. The bottom left corner shows the prototype of
the mechanical structure with 36 MAPMTs installed

from the technological development performed in these missions. Rad-hard tech-
nology will be employed, with ground beam tests at accelerator facilities such as
GSI, HIMAC to qualify and test radiation resistance of new devices. Space qualified
devices will be employed for mission-critical items such as the CPU.

The data handling scheme is based on a parallel architecture capable of reducing at
each level the amount of data through a series of triggers controlling an increasingly
growing area of the focal surface [11]. This is required to reduce the �142 GB/s
output on the focal surface to the � 3 GB/day which can be downlinked on the
ground. Each board receives the data and sends them to the higher level of processing
if the trigger conditions are satisfied.

4.2 PMTs

The MAPMT unit (see Fig. 8), which has been developed by RIKEN in collaboration
with Hamamatsu Photonics, has an ultra-bialkali (quantum efficiency higher than
35 %) photo-cathode which converts photons into electrons. Each PMT has 64 pixels
arranged in an array of 8x8 squares (pitch of 2.88 mm) with a maximum sensitive area
of 23.04 mm x 23.04 mm. Each tube is equipped with 2 mm thick UV-transmitting
filter in a shape of trapezoid to recover dead area at the border of PMT and between
tubes. The device has a metal channel dynode structure with 12 stages, providing a
gain of the order of 106 at 0.9 kV with a tapered voltage divider. Anode pulse rise-
time is about 1 ns with transit time spread of about 0.3 ns. Cross talk between pixels
is below 1 %. Efficiency of the pixels (ratio of photoelectrons produced at anodes
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Fig. 8 Hamamatsu R11265-M64 MAPMT unit

relative to photons hitting the cathode) is around 22 % with a dispersion between
pixels of 30 %. The distance between pixels, less than 0.1 mm, is negligible.

4.3 High voltage

The classical way to polarize a PMT is to use a voltage divider: in parallel with
the dynodes, a resistor chain with the HV at one extremity and ground at the other
develops voltages across the resistors, and these voltages are applied to the dynodes.
This is simple, but very ineffective: in the case of JEM-EUSO, with dynamics of 100
(to be explained in the next paragraph on switches), the current between last dynode
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D12 and anodes can reach 2.5 mA per EC-unit (4 PMTs, with one common HV for
them). So the current in the divider should be 100 times bigger, that is 250 mA per
HV unit. Then at 900 V the power used is 1.25 W/HV. There are 1233 EC units, hence
1233 HV in the focal surface, which corresponds to a power dissipated of 2.8 kW –
way too much.

In Fig. 9 we show the adopted Cokroft-Walton (CW) circuit, a succession of volt-
age multipliers which is suited for this application, since all inter-dynodes voltages
are equal to about 60 V.

The total power of the full FS with gains of 106 and a dynamical range of 100 with
one CW per EC-unit is 50 W due to the low impedance of each output to the dynodes
(current is drawn only when needed). The power drawn is almost independent on the
number of HVPS used. It depends only on the number of PMTs which is constant.
The decision to have one CW per EC unit is a compromise between complexity (the
total number of HVPS) and the risk of failure for a five year mission in space.

4.3.1 Protection of PMTs and measurements of intense light; switches

Most of the time, the light impinging on the pixels will be close to the background:
1.5 pe

GTU·pixel , where pe stands for photoelectrons. However, there are some intense
lights which could damage the PMTs, like Transient Luminous Events (TLE), mete-
ors, etc. For example, TLEs can reach about 106 times the background light intensity.
The program of the mission includes the study of such lights, so the PMTs cannot
be simply switched off. Therefore, it has been decided to include in each HVPS a
system to reduce the current drawn by the PMT in case of strong illumination. The
chosen solution is to switch down the voltage applied to the cathode, while keeping

G

Fig. 9 Scheme of the CW circuit
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all other voltages applied to dynodes untouched. This means that only the collection
efficiency is varied, not the gain which depends only on the voltages on the dynodes
(the gain stays at 106, hence the operation is always in single pe mode). The number
of pe emitted by the photocathode follows the light intensity, but the number of pe
reaching the first dynode is reduced. The command to switch down is given by mea-
suring anode charge integrated over GTU, and setting two thresholds: a high current
(corresponding to 250 pe

GTU·pixel ), and a low one (at 2 or 3 pe
GTU·pixel ). One discrimina-

tor switches down by a factor of 100, the other up to go back to the original collection
efficiency. A small logic chip inside the HVPS box controls the operations. It was
found that if we apply to the photocathode the same voltage as to the first dynode,
the efficiency is divided by 100. If the voltage is set to 0 V, the efficiency is reduced
by another factor of 100. With the cathode voltage at 900 V, the PMT can measure
from around 0 up to 150 pe

GTU·pixel . At 740 V, from about 100 to 15,000 pe
GTU·pixel , and

finally at 0 V, from 10,000 to 1.5 · 106 pe
GTU·pixel . The switching is fast and its duration

is related mainly to the capacitance of the cathode.

4.4 Focal surface electronics

The 137 PDMs comprising the Focal Surface are each composed of 36 MAPMTs
(Fig. 10). They are individually read by an ASIC SPACIROC chip. Then data are sent
to an FPGA that reads the whole PDM, named PDM-board (Fig. 11).

The PDM-board stores the data coming from the 36 MAPMTs in a 128 frame
circular buffer, with each frame corresponding to a GTU of 2.5 μs. The trigger logic
on the PDM-board is thus continuously active on blocks of 320 μs. The PDM trigger
logic reduces background by a factor 103. Each PDM has a valid trigger at 7 Hz rate.
In case of a trigger, data from a sub-group of 8 PDMs are all sent to one of 18 CCBs
(Cluster Control Boards) for further processing.

The CCB has the task of performing second-level-trigger, selecting potential
events at a rate of 0.1 Hz on the whole FS. In case of a positive trigger the acquisition
of the whole FS is stopped and data are sent to the CPU for storage. The whole data

Fig. 10 Pictures of the
assembled PDM unit, consisting
of 36 MAPMTs, 9 EC-units, for
a total of 2304 channels
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Fig. 11 Scheme of the signal flow in the JEM-EUSO project. The subsystem multiplication numbers in
black are for precursor EUSO-TA and EUSO-BALLOON, while pink are for the full JEM-EUSO mission

reduction block scheme is shown in Fig. 12. The 142 GB/s input rate for the focal
surface is the result of 8 bit data blocks for each channel for each GTU from single
photon counting and 8 bits for each 8 grouped channels for each GTU from charge
over time integration:64ch·36MAPMTs·137PDMs·8bits· 1s

2.5μs + 64ch
8 ·36MAPMTs·

137PDMs · 8bits · 1s
2.5μs � 142 GB

s .
Hot/Cold redundancy will be implemented in all systems and in all stages of data

processing with the exception of intrinsically redundant devices such as the PDM
detectors.

There are currently two integrated PDM units. One will be installed on the ground
detector of EUSO-TA on Telescope Array site in Utah, and the second will fly on the
balloon in 2014. Current TRL is 5, increasing to 6 after the balloon flight.

4.5 PDM Front-End electronics (FEE) – ASIC SPACIROC

The JEM-EUSO Front-End ASIC, named SPACIROC (Spatial Photomultiplier Array
Counting and Integrating ReadOut Chip) [12–14] has been designed for the readout
of 64 channels MAPMTs. Its basic purpose is to perform single photon count-
ing from UHECR showers from a few 1019 eV to 1021 eV (dynamic range of
100 photons/GTU /pixel to take into account also the background). Additionally, in
case of higher intensity light beyond single photon counting capabilities, typical of
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Fig. 12 Data reduction scheme. Each of the � 5,000 MAPMTs of the focal surface is read by an ASIC
digitizing the photoelectron signal. A 6 × 6 array of MAPMT is present and read by each of the 137 PDM
modules, where an FPGA performs first level triggering and rejects noise by three orders of magnitude.
8 PDMs are read by a Cluster Control Board, each with a high performance DSP which rejects noise by
other three orders of magnitude. The general acquisition and data storage is performed by the main CPU

atmospheric phenomena, it is capable of charge-to-time (Q-to-T) conversion,
extending the range of phenomena that can be observed by the telescope, with range
of 0-200 pe/GTU/pixel [15]. The basic Scheme of the ASIC is shown on Fig. 13. It
has 64 inputs dedicated to each single anode of one MAPMT. In photon counting
mode, the shapers and the discriminators are largely inherited from the MAROC3
chip [16]. Readout is carried out independently for each one of the 64 channels. The
output of the photon counting discriminators and the KI comparators are processed
by the digital part of the ASIC composed by a set of counters.

4.5.1 Single photon counting

The purpose of the digital section on this chip is to count the detected photons and to
measure the intensity of the arriving photon flux by measuring the number of single
pe (SPE) per pixel per GTU. The SPE are selected as signals above a threshold (one
per pixel, Fig. 14), fixed in the valley between pedestal and SPE. This part is also
responsible for sending out the data on the serial links. Several critical areas of the
digital part are coded with Triple Modular Redundancy in order to provide signal
integrity, critical in space-borne applications. All the design for the digital part is
optimised to minimize occupation area in order to have better performance such as
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Fig. 13 SPACIROC block diagram. Top left: the analogue single photon counting part; bottom left:
analogue Q readout; right: digital part

a reduced power consumption and robustness. Every cycle of GTU, the present data
are acquired and the previously acquired data are sent out on the serial links. For the
photon counting, the digital part is organised into 8 identical modules. Each module
handles 8 triggers from photon counting analogue part and dumps the 64-bit data on
a serial link.

Fig. 14 A scheme of detection of the single photoelectrons. Left shows a signal change with time and
the right shows the counts – detection of pulses exceeding the thresholds. Small fluctuations are due to
electronic noise, while big peaks is a single photoelectron signal, and the biggest peak could be a deviation
of the single photoelectron signal or a small contribution of a double photoelectron signal
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The components used in the digital part are:

1. Counters: These are 8-bit Gray counters which count upon the rising edge of
photon counting triggers. Every trigger from photon counting has a dedicated
counter. The counters are designed for 100 MHz clocking, thus allowing the
10 ns double pulses separation.

2. Counter registers: The counters data are memorised at the end of data acquisition
during the current GTU. It is then sent out during the next cycle of GTU.

3. ReadOut State Machine: The state machine manages the data readout, flagging
and the data checking.

The data output rate for this ASIC is 576-bit/GTU.

4.5.2 Q-to-T readout

In the Q-to-T converter (a.k.a. KI-readout), the 64 adjusted signals are also extracted
to form 8 sums of eights to feed 8 KI blocks. This converter was designed in collab-
oration with RIKEN, JAXA and Konan, Japan, with the design based on the KI02/03
chip. The input signal is passed through a low-noise and low input impedance
preamplifier with an individual variable gain which allows correcting for the intrin-
sic non-uniformity of the MAPMT channels. Afterwards, the amplified signal is fed
through shapers or into the Q-to-T converter.

Currently, the chip offers 3 different triggers for each photon counting channel:
one coupled with a Unipolar Fast Shaper, another with a specially designed Very
Fast Shaper and the last one discriminating directly the signal coming out of the
preamplifier. These come from MAROC3 technology [16] developed by Omega
CNRS-IN2P3-Ecole Polytechnique microelectronics design centre.

4.5.3 Future development

A third generation of the ASIC, the SPACIROC-3 is under development. This shares
the same cheracteristis of the previous ASIC, but has lower power consumption
and cross-talk. The discriminator output will be 8 ns wide (instead of the current
25 ns), which results in saturation above 100 pe/GTU/pixel instead of the current 30
pe/GTU/pixel. Furthermore, besides photon counting, a path is provided to charge
integration information for large light events, with a coarser granularity. For this
operation a sum of 8 to 16 channels is performed with individual channelwise gain
adjustment in order to correct for the PMT non uniformities. The resulting sum cur-
rent is integrated on a charge sensitive preamplifier to provide the charge signal per
GTU over a dynamic range adjustable from 100 to 1,000 pe/GTU. This charge signal
is digitized on 6 bits every GTU and combined to the general readout path.

4.6 PDM Board

The PDM board, designed and manufactured in Korea, is devoted to read-out of sig-
nals coming from the 36 PMTs of a PDM-unit. The PDM board electronics is based
on a Virtex-6 FPGA. Every 2.5 μs GTU, data (2,304 channels from single photon
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mode + 288 KI data) from ECs (see Fig. 12) are sent to the PDM board (see Fig. 15)
and stored in a 128 GTU circular memory buffer. On this data the first-level trigger
algorithm is continuously applied, looking for signal persistency that may be due to
UV showers. Since the size of a typical event is 324 kB, full transmission is not pos-
sible, requiring 0.94 GB/s each PDM. Therefore, as already mentioned, the task of
the first level trigger is to reject the noise by a factor 103 and pass candidate events
at a maximum rate of 7 Hz/PDM to the CCB for further processing.

4.7 CCB Board

The Cluster Control Board (CCB) (see Fig. 16), part of the Data Processing (DP),
receives data from 8 PDM boards for further processing. A Virtex-4 FPGA FX-60
has the task to apply the second-level-trigger to the data coming from each PDM
board. In this case, a noise rejection of a factor 3 × 103 is expected. In case of a
valid trigger the acquisition is stopped and data from relevant PDMs (possibly also
linked to other CCBs) is sent via SpaceWire to the on-board CPU system. Each CCB
is expected to have a trigger rate of about 0.5 Hz, for a total Focal Surface Trigger
rate of 7 Hz. The trigger algorithm implemented to search for EAS events will be the
JEM-EUSO Level 2 (L2) trigger algorithm the Linear Track Trigger (LTT). The LTT
searches for tracks developing along specific directions at the speed of light. In the
current design, a set of 67 predefined directions is chosen to cover the entire PDM
plane homogeneously without too much overlap between the directions. In order to
perform the necessary calculations as fast as possible, the hardware architecture of
the trigger is highly pipelined and parallelized.

4.8 CPU, Clock board and IDAQ board

The CPU has low processing power (100 MHz) compared to the PDM and CCB
FPGAs, since it is in charge only of the general handling of the experiment. All the

Fig. 15 PDM board, responsible for reading 36 MAPMTs through 6 EC-ASIC boards (white slots visible
on the picture on the left) and performing real-time trigger
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Fig. 16 The working prototype of the Cluster Control Board

the fast operations on data handling and time synchronization are performed through
two boards, the clock (CLK) board (synchronization) and the IDAQ board (data
handling).

The CLK board [17] is the time synchronization system of the apparatus, it gen-
erates and distributes the system clock (40 MHz), the GTU clock (400 kHz) and the
synchronization signal to all the devices of the FS electronics. The board generates
and receives all the signals needed to control the timing of data acquisition. It is con-
nected to the GPS system of the payload and this allows it to measure the absolute
arrival time of the events with a precision of few microseconds. Another important
task of the CLK board is the management of trigger signals. The board receives 2nd
level triggers from CCBs and forwards to CCBs any triggers coming from CPU.
When the board receives a 2nd level trigger, it goes in a busy state and sends a busy
signal to CCB. In this way, the CLK Board can perform live-time and dead-time
measurements. The board communicates with CPU through the IDAQ board.

The IDAQ board collects the data from the (20) CCB boards and transmits them to
the CPU through a PCI bus. Communication between CCB boards and IDAQ board
operate with LVDS (differential signal) to minimize interference and reduce power
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consumption. All lines are redundant, with each line employing double connectors at
each end to increase reliability of the system and resistance to vibrations and thermal
stresses. Communication protocol between IDAQ and CCB and Clock board is based
on the SpaceWire protocol.

The CPU is part of the Storage and Control Unit System (SCU), the evolution of
a similar system used for PAMELA [14] and is composed of a number of boards
devoted to different tasks:

– CPU mainboard
– Mass Memory (8 GB)
– Housekeeping interfaces (CAN bus)
– Interfaces to ISS (1553 and Ethernet)
– Fast bus interface for event acquisition

The CPU controls the acquisition of the experiment and general optimization of
the acquisition performance in terms of data budget and detector status. It is expected
to function autonomously and to reconfigure the working parameters with little or no
intervention from the ground. It is capable of handling alarms and contingencies in
real time, minimizing possible damage to the instrument. Long term mission oper-
ation and observation planning will be implemented from the ground with specific
telecommands used to overrule the specific operation parameters of the instrument.
By sending immediate or time-delayed telecommands it is possible to define the var-
ious operation parameters of the instrument in terms of specific physics objectives or
specific situations.

The main CPU tasks are:

– Power on/off all subsystems
– Perform periodic calibrations
– Start acquisition / start run
– Define trigger mode acquisition
– Control information from the Housekeeping module
– Take care of real time contingency planning
– Perform periodic Download / Downlink
– Handle (slow control) 1553 commands

Slow control communication from/to ground is based on the MIL-STD-1553 B
standard. A slow speed (1 Mb/s) bus used in space and aeronautics for transmission /
reception of critical information. In JEM-EUSO the 1553 bus is employed to:

– Switch on/off the instrument or part of its sections
– Issue telecommands from the ground
– Set general acquisition parameters based on detector status

Furthermore they can be used to:

– Patch (reprogram) part of the software at CPU, DSP or FPGA levels and dump
the memory of each level in case of debugging

– Receive keep-alive information from the detector, of nominal events, alarms
– Switch from main to spare channel (acquisition, power supply, etc.)
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4.9 Housekeeping and command module

The housekeeping module - connected to the CPU - has to distribute commands to
the various detectors and to collect telemetry to monitor in real-time the status of
the experiment and optimize its observational parameters. HK module is capable
of handling both single (upon request) or cyclic (periodic) acquisitions/commands.
Operating both is possible according to the acquisition program and status. Differ-
ent acquisitions and controls are foreseen. For instance all relays to switch on / off
secondary power supplies and subsystems are controlled by high level signals. This
approach has the advantage of a great degree of flexibility keeping at the same time
a strong robustness and reliability.

4.10 Storage, downlink, download

Data stored in the mass memory of JEM-EUSO are periodically sent to ISS via a
high speed link based on Ethernet protocol. Data are subsequently downlinked to the
ground via Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) link or stored on hard disks.
Data transmitted to the ground consists of:

– Cosmic ray data from the focal surface
– TLEs, lightning etc.
– Housekeeping information
– Alarm
– Calibration data
– Ancillary information

Data are sent to the ground with highest priority given to housekeeping and
alarm information. Experimental data are sent to ground with main priority to
high energy particle data and special trigger (e.g. TLE, meteoroids, lightning,
etc.). The amount of data downlinked to the Earth is � 3 GB/day, amounting to
about 20 % of the data budget. The rest of the data is stored on board ISS on
a dedicated disk server. Disks are then periodically returned to the ground with
Soyuz capsules or the Dragon re-entry module. In the current configuration, it is
expected to have � 5 TB/6 months sent to the ground. Even though the UHECR
event rate is very low, the background occupies a large part of the data. This is
especially true at low energies, where shower development is shorter and more
difficult to characterize with on board algorithms. A higher memory capability
allows to increase the trigger efficiency at low energies (around) 3 − 4 · 1019

eV and improve the data bandwidth devoted to atmospheric physics (IR and UV
channels).

4.11 Atmospheric monitoring system

The Atmospheric Monitoring system (AM) consists of an infrared camera and
a laser with a steering system. Its purpose is to detect cloud height and dis-
tribution in order to correct the UV signal. The AM is described in detail
in [18].
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Fig. 17 3D rendering of JEM-EUSO accommodated in the Dragon launcher

5 Mechanics

Under the current mission profile, JEM-EUSO will be put on the ISS by Space-X
Dragon launcher2. This has required a redesign of the instrument (Fig. 17), resulting
in a consierable reduction of weight keeping unchanged the instrument performance
and thus the science objectives. Indeed, Dragon launcher has a circular fairing requir-
ing no side cuts; furthermore the attachment point is on the top of the rocket (toward
the pressurized compartment) and not on the bottom, as in the case of HTV. This
allows to have a design where the first (nadirmost) lens and support structure is much
lighter, not requiring it to withstand the weight and vibrations of the launch3

The telescope is launched in a folded configuration of 177.8 cm height. After
docking with the Space Station, the robotic arm pulls the instrument through the
open bottom and attaches to the Kibo module. JEM-EUSO then opens through an
extension mechanism to reach the needed focal length (230 cm) for a total height
of 376.77 cm. The telescope cylinder is nominally required to expand once for the
installation. It will shrink again at the end of operational life for deorbit and disposal
via Dragon (Fig. 18).

A lid mechanism opens and closes the entrance pupil as the station passes from
darkness to light condition and vice-versa. In case of failure of the lid mechanism
the High Voltage of the PMTs can be lowered to avoid damage to the sensors in day
conditions.

The telescope cylinder is divided into three lens rings (Fig. 4) are extended – after
coupling with the ISS – by masts driven by screws to move apart the lenses. The
strength and stiffness of screws provides strength and rigidity of the structure. There

2Until the end of 2013 the HTV spacecraft was considered the main vehicle to transport JEM-EUSO to
the orbit.
3The HTV accommodation and design is still valid in case this launcher is used.
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Fig. 18 JEM-EUSO dimension in the compressed (launch, top) and extended (observation, bottom)
configuration. Units in mm

are three groups of four screws each, with each group extending synchronously. This
setup gives also the possibility to tilt each lens plane independently.

5.1 Lid

The lid closes the telescope in front of the first lens, protecting the MAPMTs from
light during the part of the orbit where the ISS is in local day. Thus, the lid must open
and closed every orbit (� 90 min). For a five year mission, this requires about 30,000
open/close iterations. In addition, it will be necessary to close the lid to protect the
telescope from bad environmental conditions which are caused by approaching of
HTV, re-boosting etc.
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Conceptual study and design of the lid were done by the aerospace company Astro
Research Co.. They confirmed the durability for much more than 30,000 cycles of
opening/closing over a 5-year period. Mass is estimated to be 20 kg (lid, driving
mechanism, support structure, etc.). Driving power is � 3.4 W during the 6 seconds
opening/closing operation. In the open configuration, the lid will face the velocity
vector of the ISS to contribute to protecting the lenses from microdebris and atomic
oxygen.

In case of failure of the lid mechanism, a backup system will leave it open.
In the case that the lid in opening mode accidentally remains open even during
the daytime, the focal surface may be exposed to diffusive light in the Earth day-
time. We have tested that FS detector remains durable for a few years to continue
the observation in the Earth night-time, as long as the high voltage is not applied.
Protection to the MAPMTs will be ensured by lowering the High Voltage during
local day.

5.2 Tilt mechanism

The Tilt Mechanism is installed near the Payload Interface Unit (PIU) in order to tilt
the whole telescope. Mission profile requires observations to begin in nadir mode,
more suited to the lower energies and with a lower minimum energy threshold. After
� one year, once spectra at low energy are obtained and matched with ground arrays,
it will be possible to tilt the telescope to increase the observation area. A tilt angle of
up to 30◦ will allow the observation area to increase by about a factor of 2. The angle
of tilting can be set lower. Furthermore the tilt can be changed several times during
the mission. At the end of mission tilt will return to zero to allow disposing of the
instrument.

5.3 Focal surface mechanics

The Focal Surface is a portion of sphere of radius 2,505 mm, inserted within
an in-plane section 2,650 mm × 1,900 mm (Fig. 6). Computer Aided Design
(CATIA v.5) has been used to study the FS geometry and to optimize the allo-
cation of the various Photo-Detector Modules (PMDs) in order to maximize
their number within the allocated space. The adopted configuration consists of
a total of 137 PDMs arranged in a circular geometry 11 rows along the par-
allels of the mentioned sphere, with one PDM located at the center of FS
geometry.

6 Summary

We have described JEM-EUSO, an instrument that will perform dedicated observa-
tions of ultra high energy cosmic rays in orbit. The observations in orbit will provide
a very wide field of view and a large increase in number of observed events above
existing experiments. JEM- EUSO is a UV telescope consisting of 2 Fresnel lenses
and 1 Fresnel-diffractive lens, with a diameter of 2.5 m giving a focal length of f/1.
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The detection of light coming from atmospheric showers induced by UHECR is per-
formed by a curved focal surface made of simeq 5000 MAPMTs, providing more
than 300,000 readout channels.

The JEM-EUSO telescope will be attached to the Japanese Experimental Module
on board of the International Space Station. It will orbit the Earth at an altitude of
330–400 km, every � 90 minutes, making observations in the dark part of the Earth,
about 40 minutes per orbit. Current design assumes transportation of the instrument
to the ISS with a Dragon capsule.

The nadir observation mode of JEM-EUSO gives an instantaneous geometrical
area greater than 1.4 · 105 km2, which can be increased after tilting the instrument
up to 30◦. This gives an unprecedented opportunity for observing a vast number
of cosmic ray events of the highest energies, but also makes the JEM-EUSO an
important experiment for general Earth observation in the UV-band, the study of
atmospheric phenomena, such as Transient Luminous Events, meteors or searching
for nuclearites, high energy neutrinos and heavy dark matter candidates.
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